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Lawful and Unlawful Fantasies of Political Subjectivity in Jane McAlevey’s ‘Organising For 

Power’

Grassroots unions organising precarious workers or tenants living precariously have in common a 

political analysis which locates its optimism in the agency of collectivised subjectivities. The 

practice of ‘organising’ in these contexts entails a project of intimate relationship-building in order 

to combat the disaggregation of individuals upheld by endemic precarity. Organising is at heart a 

political practice grounded in a fantasy of subjective transformation, though it remains to be seen 

whose subjectivity is first up for transformation.  

In practice, recourse to the law and state recognition often looms large as an end in itself, delimiting 

the precaritised minoritarian subject’s political agency to fighting for the same legal recognition and 

protection afforded to majoritarian subjects. While undeniably necessary, such demands risk leading 

to an equation of freedom with legal recognition by the state if they are not held in tandem with a 

shared political vision beyond it. Grassroots movements must always contend with what it means to 

foster and maintain, systematically, solidarity between the people most affected by crises and the 

activists/organisers who bulk the ranks. This paper will consider how delimitation of the minoritised 

subject’s horizons to demanding the same rights already afforded those alongside whom they 

organise contributes to forms of othering in organising practice.  

This paper will take as a case study the programme of organising theory advanced by Jane 

McAlevey, widely circulated among UK grassroots unions. How do the theoretical and pedagogic 

resources used to train organisers in grassroots unions contribute to an anxiety about tensions 

between strategic state-bound demands and longer-term, more indeterminate and subjective 

demands? How do these uphold a form of othering between ‘organisers’ and ‘ordinary people’? 
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